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44- 	 SOWS' EARS, SILKEN PURSES 

What is worse aflinvolves more staff members than Specter and his 

boss, Rankft, to whom the memorandum was sent, is the deliberate suppressio 

of real and credible medical and other evidence. This was tangible, in 

hand despite tt c supreme efforts made to avoid it, and ignored or mis-

represented in the sport and the testimoniZ We shall see who had knowledge 

of its existlIce and its meaning. 

What a horrible thing even ti think of, how awful it is to say that 

a Presidential Commission contrived evidence, misrepresented and suppressed the 

truth about the murder of a President. Whet I have not yet discovered but suspect 

exists can make een this 16ecbethian scandal more celematous. 

expect to find from probing the Commission's records. 

It is what I have already found, what follows. 

The documents I cite are reproduced in the appendix. 

There are ramificiations, but this until-now Alocret and suppressed 

evidence, known to the staff, including Specter, falls into two broad 

categories, both essential to the basic conclusions of the Report and to 

the autopsy. They are on the PresidentTs head wound, the so-called "fatal 

wound", and the single-bullet theory. More than the theory itself, without 

which the Commission had to have acknowledged at least one additional 

assassin from the evidence already published, this new evidence bears on 

when and how many times the President and the governor were shot. 

It is evidence that indicates they cat 1d-have-beerr shot earlier and 

more times than the official speculation alchemized into the pretended gold 
,--CLctpe c4 ); 

of the Report says they were, It is evidence that entirely destroys the 

Report. Nothing else can account for its suppression, particularly because 

it was in the files. 

t 
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What is worse affAinvolves more staff members than Specter and his 

boss, Ranktm, to whom the memorandum was sent, is the deliberate suppressio' 

of real and credible medical and other evidence. This was tangible, in 

hand despite 7e supreme efforts madp avoid it, and ignored or mis- 
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represen ed in thelpeOort and the testimony.) We shall see 14ho had knowledge 

of its existee and its meaning. 

What-a—horrible-thing think-of, how awful to say.---But whht 

iOworse is that-it is true;-  and what I have not yet discovere-d-but suspect 

exts- e 6-an Mare-tven7this-Macbethtban scandal more calamAtous. 

This is not conjecture, not suspicion, hearsay or rumor, not what I 

expect  to find from probing the Commission's records. 

It is what I have already found, what follows. 

The documents I cite are reproduced in the appendix. 

There are ramifie&hions, but this until-now Alecret and suppressed 

evidence, known to the staff, including Specter, falls into two broad 

categories, both essential to the basic conclusions of the Report and to 

the autopsy. They are on the President's head wound, the so-called "fatal 

wound", and the single-bullet theory. Yore than the theory itself, without 

which the Commission had to have acknowledged at least one additional 

assassin from the evidence already published, this new evidence bears on 

when and how many times the President and the Governor were shot. 
A 4).41,e, 

It is evidence that indicates they cattle]--hav-er-bee-n- shot earlier and 

more times than the official speculation alchemized into the pretended gold 
If()  114i-1  

of the Report says they were, It is evidence that entirely desroys the 

Report. Nothing else can account for its suppression, particularly because 

it was in the files. 



Firsts  letus consider two files on that "fatal" head wound. Here 
P."1  

it is desirable to refer to the great amount of informa,tion,I have already 
L-1.) ,-,-.4 .rid/.  ci 6 it inAg. 4.4. 

brought to light Ja-Fr-lt in three books. General reference-rdYto the related 
A 

chapters, "The Number of Shots" and ."The Doctors And The Autopsy" of 

WHITEWASH; and "Magic, Mystery and Myth" and "Strange Inquest" of WHITEWASH 

II. Particularly appropriate to what follows are these revelations: 

Of an effort at the scene of the crimes to hide or dispose of a 

piece of the Presdiffent's skull; and the failure of the Report, even though, 

unusually, it so promised/ to precistlyfrEate) and fully discuss this wound 

WITEWASH 36, 179); 

That the President's head snapped backward  in response to the fatal 

shot, not forward, which it also did, but slightly earlier and in a dis-

continuous movement (WPITEWASH 11,221); 

That in rridting the individual frames of the Zapruder film the 

Commission reversed the two following the fatal shot, thus reversing the 

direction in which the haad seemed to snap, from backward, which is in-

consistent 

 

 with a shot from the rear, to forward, which is consistent; and 

,,-----1 that witnesses saw the President's brains and blood spew in front of Mrs. 

iii,t/// Kennedy, which would seem to be impossible had the only damage to the 
i , 

( a.-1-v-1-9 FP 
President's head beep on the vpvem-it* side'• her, the conclusion of the 

Report (PHOTOGRAPHIC dHITEWASH 25, 70, 145, 203). 

In the Report and the printed evidence, everything that would even 

suggest that the President's head was impelled other than forward by the 

fatal shot - a requirement if it came from behind and the sixth-floor win-

dow in which the report alleges Oswald was - is suppressed. Thus, it is a 
_ 	 _IJULJL.• .ea ..a.r_C I Ime - -- 

remarkable accident, if accident it is, that the frames immediately after the "fetal" 

shot were reversed in the printed evidence. It is these still pictures alone, made into 

an album, that the Commission could study carefully end at will. It is these alone that 

are available to-most researching the crime. Consistent with this is the elimination of 

Frame 284, which else may be imiecent. Instead, Frame 283 id repeated (18E55), the 

nd eppeerene beihg mislebeled Frame 284. 
_ 	_ 
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,'phis is about a second and a half prior 

to the fatal shot and might be the point at which, when seen in motion, 

the head snaps forward. 

However, the Commission, whether or not the reversal of Frames 314 

and 315 were accidental, knew from the FBI, if not from its own examination 

of the movies and that of its staff, that the President's head moved, under 

the force of the fatal shot, as it could not have had that shot been fired 

from the back. This is didclosed in the FBI's commentary on the mct ion 

. pictures it had examined e 	 In describing the movies taken by 

Orville Uix, the FBI declared, "the President's head snaps to the left". rse,thi. pp-D 
Not from a rear eloti 

(Parenthetically)I add here what I should have included in PEOTO-

IPA'DHIC WFITEWASH in connection with the movies taken by Robert Hughes - 

pp. 57-8, 86, 125-30, 132, 278-81, 283 - that this FBI document additionall. 

confirms my revelation in that book of the fact that the Hughes movie does 

show the south face of the Texas School Book Depositary Building when the 

President was in front of it. The Hughes film was edited and misrepresente 

by the FBI, which gave the Commission, as Exhibit 29 to its summary report 

of December 9, a print that showed only the two easternmost pairs of 

windows on the fifth and sixth floors. There is no Oswald, no rifle, 

visible in the sixth-floor window and the three Negro employees were not 

in the fifth-floor windows in which they testified they were. The editing 

and misrepresentation of the Hughes, film hid from the Commission and the 

world the fact that there exist 	a picture of the motorcade - in front of 

that building and at the moment of the assassination - with no assassin, 

Oswald or anyone else, in that window. This, of course, almost certainly 
CU 

exonerntes 	and destroys the Report. The exact language of this Fple  

commentary on the Hughes movie, on its thlx eighteenth page, is that the 

"presidential car moved out of view after turning left into the Parkway 



head to the right and rear, falling towards Mrs. Connally, 

as a circle of light resembling an explosive blast encircles 

the President's head. The Zapruder film runs for 33 

seconds. Part of the action shown in this film was 

photographed simultaneously by Orville 0. Nix. 

B. Colored pictures made by Orville 0. Nix with an 8 mm.  

home movie camera 

Nix, standing on the Plaza grass across the road from 

the Pergola (where Zapruder viewed the motorcade), 

photographed the motorcade as it approached the triple 

underpass (refer to scale model). Nix photographed 

the left side of the Presidential car with Mrs. Kennedy 

in the foreground waving when the President's head 

suddenly snaps to the left and the car picks up speed as 

a man jumps on the left foothold. The Nix film runs 

about 8 seconds. 

C. Colored  pictures made by Robert J. E. Hughes with an 3 mm.  

home movie camera  

Hughes, standing at the intersection of Main and Houston 

Streets (refer to scale model), focused his camera up 

Main Street in an easterly direction photographing the 



approaching motorcade as it turned right on Houston 

Street. Hughes obtained a close-up view of the 

Presidential car turning north and traveling on Houston 

for a distance of 279 feet. , There the Presidential 

car moved out of view after turning left into the Parkway 

in front of the Texas School Book Depository Building. 

The Hughes film runs about /7 seconds. 
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in font of the Texas School Book Depository building. The Hughes film 

runs about 17 seconds".) 

Consistent with this reported snap of the President's head to the 

left, which would indicate the shot came froM the right, is another 

suppressed series of ddcuments that I have located. The Nix film here is 

quite consistent with Eapr der's which, taken from the opposite side, shows 

the snap to be both back and then to the left. 

Fitting perfectly is Altgersc cited testimony that the spray of 

brain and other matter was to the left and in front of Mrs. Kennedy -

rather than to the right, the only side said to have exploded out of the 

President's head. Fitting perfectly, also, is the testimony of the motor-

cycle paolice that they were behind and further to the left of the car and 
14,./r4s.r4 

also 
 

ward dire with it. 

The Commission suppressed seemingly irrefutable eviaence and witness€ 

bearing on just this point. The documents are in its fifth file, beginning 

with folio 150. They appear in the appendix Spo17-)-0 ). What they establish 

is this: 

WilliamAllen Harper, a student at Texas Christian University, Fort 

Worth, and a Dallas resident, was taking pictures twang-nine  hours after 

krk the assassination, in D'ealey Plaza, "just south of the spot whrre 

?resident Yennedv was assassinated." He found "a Piece of human skull". 

The 7B1 report "located " this snot at "nonroximately 25 feet south" of 

where the President was at the moment of the fatal shot. Harper took this 

"niece of human skull" to his uncle, a doctor, who with Dr. C. E. Kerns, 

chief pathologist at the Methodist Hospital in Dallas, identified it. 

Dallas is renowned for its crimes of violence, but even so, there is 

a limit to how many heads got blown apart at Lesley Plaza! That there is no 

doubt of the origin of this "piece of human skull" is established by the 
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disposition of it made by the FBI laboratory. It was "delivered to Admiral 

George Burkley, Physician to the President at the White House". 

/064r So, we have the finding of what seems withoutdoubt, to be a missing 

piece of the President's skull, unreported by the Commission in its de-

finitive 900 pages of its tport or 10,000,000 words of evidence" in 26 

large volumes. We also have am ?le evidence that there was no real search 

of the crime area. Otheriwise, with pieces of the President's skull known 

to be rissing, this one certainly would have been found. Does this not 

describe the "investigation" atkthe Primary point, the scene of the crime? 

Should not the Commission, in discharge of its responsibilities, have 

placed this interpretation unon the startlinE evidence it suppressed? 

But suppose the Commission had elected to fulfill the obligation 

with which it was charged And disclosed to the world that the Dallas Police 

Department, the FBI and Secret Service all had failed to find a piece of 

the President's skull When it was only 25 feet from the exact point of the 

murder? What then? 

Simply this: the Commission would also have had to disclose that thi, 

skull fragment had exploded south of the murder site. 

This it dared not do without risking destruction and discrediting of 

its entire work and Report, for the evidence it presented is that only the 

right or north side of the President's head exploded out. With the 

pictures suppressed, this is presented graphically in Exhibit 366 (WHITE-

WASH 196). How could an explosion out of only the right  side of the 

upright President's head have thrown a piece of it 25 feet in the wrong  

direction? 

Suppressing the evidence was safer than risking the destruction of 

the Report, the endAof the single-assassin-no-conspiracy built-in 

conclusion with which the Commission's functioning began, whether or not 



Insert on 170 

Any number of rdemte re of the Commission staLperforce examined this 

file carefully. it is one of the most basic, conatinee the Vital, early BI 

ait 
reports. ?le may now have no way of Icnowin:_:4 whf: did end did not( 	believe it is 

fair to assume that most of the star: et one time or another had to exmine this 

file wt-t,ee. Each one who did and who has since been silent tears a 	rsonal 

responsibility for '- • 	 _ 	, for each had reason to believe the 

entire story of the assassination, the entire investigation of wlich he we e pert, 

was false. 

That one in particular had this knowledge from another source e moo,; from the 

printed testimony. Constable Seymour '.7eitzman im.:Iedietely found a piece of the 

2re:i.,ent 's skull a fo7:t or less from the south curb of hlm Street, there it co uld 
35; 

not without assistance have mound up were the official story true (7=70H 157  

7H107). The eminent California lawyer/oseph Bell, whose firm is sufficiently 

prominent to have induced the former governor, Pat :3rom, to join it, questioned 

Weitzmen on April 1, 1954. As soon as 7reitzraan volunteered  filet he'd found a pi ce of 

the ?resident's skull well to the left r.hen only the right side of the head is said 

to have exploded out, -rim Bell interrupted him to say "Off the record". The printed 

transcript at this point then reads "Off record discus9314". Thus Bell chqnged the 

subject, for his next words were, "What did you do a fter that?" 
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its members were aware of it. With the beginning of the asking of the 

questions this would have required, there is little likelihood the evidence 

exculpatory of Oswald could longer have been suppressed and misrepresthnted. 

Thus, no pat Report, no placid and safe "solution" of the crime. 

The can would have been unitedded, the worms crawling about for all 

°‘ 'to see. 

But it must now be asked: How was the assassination investigated, 

on all levels? What kind of Commission did we have, what kind of staff 

served it and us, what kind of FBI could and did file reports like this 

and preserve silence about them when they were suppressed, and what kind of 

Report suppresses such evidence, with what kind of "solution" to the 

Presidential murder? 

May it not also be asked what kind of servile, licksnittle press, 

with this documentation available to it for the asking and looking, and it 

has been silent about it? 

It cannot even be argued that none of the cress saw these documents. 

I know for a Sect that the day I took Tom Bethell, an4 investigator on :?3W 

Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison's staff, to the Archives and intro-

duced him to the organization, special language and other obfuscations and 

general arrangements for use of this particular archive, this file was one 

of three at the desk used by Bernard Gavzer. He was then allegedly working 
et•-' 

on the intellectual and journalistic finkeryft the Associated Press devoted 

20,000 words ter in its designedly dishonest assault on those of us who 

dared.  analyze the Report and show it was wrong,4A0 "Le d..2-4111  r)"' 4"14 :14  "if  
,-)11 q - 	.T0Y/h .4.441A4ati ItrA . 

!appropriately, and predictably, the Washington Post was among those 

Papers publishing all the instalments in a single large typographical 

bellyache, devoting almost the entire Surday editorial section to this end. 

Others dribbled it out in economical fractions over a longer Period of time 
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FEOF.P.AL BUREAU OF INYESTIGAVON 

Di. 	11/26/83 

WILL IAN ALLEN HARPER, a student at Texas Christian 
University, Ft, Worth, Texas, but who lives in Dallas, 
at 2378 E. Ledbottor Strut, tr..= taking photographs during 
the afterr,00a of.Normmber 23, 1963, approximately 5:30 PM in 
the area just south of the spot 'here President KENNEDY VILA 
tasscsinated And 'had booed A piece of bone. The bone was 
located approximately 25 feet south of the spot where 
President KENN= ums shot. Dr. HARPER stated that his nephew 
izmediately brought the bone to ht and he and the Chief 
Pathologist at Methodist Hospital, Dr. C. E. KERNS, had examink..1 
the piaci' of bone and both definitely felt that it is a piece 
of human skull. 

Dr. HARPER felt that in is of the proximity of the 
place where the piece oZ bone ran located it eight possibly 
be part of PTeeident MUNEDY'te akull. 

WILLIAM ALLEN HARPER made this piece of bone 
t,vailable to SA JAMES W. ANDERTON of the Dallas FBI Office 
ur w!.:at ever disposition the FBI desired. 

5-0 

11/26/63 	Dallas, Texas 	
File 

DL 69-43 

JAM= 7, AMDSZTON/w41 D r Special Aeon, 049* ilatated 	
11/26/63 
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...air,' le Sal IM 04.4310f)tais He a.1 IC 4,0 diatribulad raising* rear egoseT. 

0 

4...L 89-43 

On November 27, 1983, the 1,13/ Laboratory advised that 
at piece of bone reportedly located near where President KENNEDY 
was shot bad been x-rayed and examined microscopically for bullet 
mtals but none were found. 

A em it e. aunt of blood appearing on the surface 
.-;f the bone was determined to be of human origin but was too _LImited in amount for grouping purposes. This bone fragment 
v.as delivered to Admiral GEORGE BURELEY, Physician to the 
President at the Whits House, according to the FBI Laboratory 
letter. 

/1  5 I 
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up to three weeks. Although the Associated Press exulted in the seven 

months of its two-man "investigation", arczin. Gavzor's working at the 

Archives was plain flackery. That was not a source of material used in the 

stories. Those stories were barren save for invective, insult, and twisted 

quotations. They served and were designed to serve only as a defense of 

the government. They just happened to coincide with the simultaneous pre- 

sentation of bias and prejudice - and factual error - by the CBS and NBC-TV 

and radio networks. And all, again no doubt hapoenstance, j'ut managed to 

coincide with the attention earned bf the Jim Garrison conspiracy investi-

gation. In any event, three files then on Gavzer'e desk while he took w4ht 

l
was re lected in the stories - a multi-houred lunch break - were the fifth, 

sixth and seventh. The documents I here quote and what follows are both 

in the fifth file and are not in the AP stories.) 

This is how such documentary evidence of a fake investigation of a 

real Presidential assassination can be suppressed and remain suppressed 

although freely available to the richest, most powerful press in the world. 

Without this kind of press, and withcut a cress of this attitude, 

the Report would never have been accepted, never dared in the form and con-

tent in which it was made. 

A few sheets later is another series of suppressed FBI.  reports that 

once and for all end whet never existed except in the Specter fiction that 

was as warmly received as though it were the true given word, that single-

ballet theory. Had these documents not been suppressed - had they not been 

within the power of the Commission to suppress, with the silent acquiescanc( 

of the FBI/Specter could, and would not have dared advance the spurious 

single-bullet theory, 

As we have seen, that wan a pierequisite in the pre-determined "con-

viction" of Oswald, While it was beyond the capacity of the beet shots the 
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Commission could muster to (pven come close, under better conditions, to 

duplicating the three-shot shooting attributed to him - the Report merely 

misrepresented this, saying it was possible - there was no remote possibil-

ity anyone could have fired more than three accurate shots with that junky, 

bolt-action rifle. 

Had these FBI reports from the fifth file, beginning with folio 157, 

been exposed to public examination, no one would have dared try and pull of: 

"a single-bullet" fraud. 

41 0 	
surprisingly enough, these documents deal with the most essential of 

the evidence, yet the Commission did suppress them. They arm the FBI 

renorts on the X-rays of the Connally thigh wound, that same wound that was 

e imply misrenresented to prevent the demolition of the Report by what was 

already in evidence about it. 

On November 29, 1963, a week after the assassination, FBI Agent 

Vincent E. Drain received a popy of the X-ray negatives and a covering lett 

from Parkland Hospital Administrator Jack Reynolds': 

tie 	--ty'Brl---trtrt-h•.rrder-roti-t he -aciram I's s ton-tb--Triare-,--im-  letter "read" the X- 
(1 

rays and provided specific infom ation that should have been in the Report 
} r2 ,J0> 

and wasn't: the exact location of this wound, oriented with immovable 

points so that its location is inflexibly fixed. leasurements are so fire 

they are in fractions of millimeters. A millimeter itself is quite small, 

measuring but 0.04 of an inch. 17M1A-- rp kap A144 //1 I 10 ( 	i).1  7"1164  

Without here repeating these reports in fu 

fi-9-r14-44-1-m---€41---Ne-4--c-a=e----4; they can be summarized in Perhaps their mos t 

important aspect by saying they give the rrecise size of the fragment al  

bullet remainin7 imbedded in the Governor's thigh bone. 

They describe it as "irregulsr" but "roughly oval", "about 3.5 mms" 

ion?, and 1.3 mms wide "in the AP projection", 2 mms by 1.5 in the "lateral 

Projection". It is positioned in a way that would se,-_11 to eliminate the 



- --the Connelly ease. 
arrani:e to 

The third paragrpsh of each-is identical.-It-reeds:"Would you please i  bring 

	 with. you all _r-rays showing Governor_Connally'a wounds, including the woundsof tho 

tl) Although the Commission did have the Connally X-reys, it played 

strange game end six months later pretended it didn't! Under dee of April 1.$, Arlen 
_ 

Specter prepared a number of levers for Rankin's signiture. These were Sent. to 

Witnesses-to-be-in the testimony about-the 1/4'ennaily injuries. Two of these suffice to 

illustrate my point.-They were addressed to- Drs.- Charles Gregory-and Robert!Shsw, 

- Parklend Hospital-. Ther,--was- -none-  t o 	ires, who was-the doctor in charge of 

i 	 

11 
1  	rib,_wrist and thigh. We are_interested in aseertaining,from the x-rays,_what metallic 

T 
I i 	 fragments, if any, remained in the Governor's wrist and femur." 	 i 

li 	 obviously, each of the two doctors could not  hrin7 the  X-rays. Wes it 

1 necess ary for each to have a separate set. More important, why did Specter specifically 

eliminate commission interest in metal fragments in the Governor's chest' Thl 	sorer is 
	f 

 

obvious:It wanted to ignore the metal it -Specter in particular-knew was there. It is to 

Specter that Dr. Shires had testifier to this on March 23 (611111). Specter wanted no 

ed-itional disqualifications of his single-bullet theory. But Shifts should have been 

called before the members of the Uanaisaion, to tell them that metal remainei in the 

Governor's chest. What better reason could Specter have had not to cell him or to 

recan. end against calling him' 
olli wrot9,  4  

It is Specter who 	Adve£4ed the thank you" letter to C.I.Priee, also 

identified as administrator of the Hospital.-In his own name Specter said, "Thank you 
! for sending ue the x-rays on Governor Connally with your letters of ::ay 29, 1984. We 

very much ap?reciate your many courtesies." 

What kind of mac‘ 1.bre gem? Specter indulged in here ..! e can only guess. One 
s(41=t1tti4 

obvious possibility is the 	leettam-of-the tmethe-fregmentremeining in-the 

thigh. Is it possible-a-member of the Commission, seeing thie larealsion in detail aid 
IIIwhat Reynolds prolided 
measurement; might have wanted a replier of the fragment made and weiThed ■ iXABeynolds 

made it easier for the FBI but herder for the Commission to ignore. His 
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conjectured means by which Bullet 399 is alleged to have imbedded it: 

"The long axis of the metallic object is oriented generally along 
IN or Otil 	 14.5 

the exis of the femur." 

The official Commission conjecture press-agented into the pretense 
aseee—,  

of reality says this fragment coeme from only the wrong or rear end of the 

bullet, which then was flying backward. Nothing else could be considered 

because on every other surface the bullet was perfect, with no metal  
fl 

missing.  This bullet, like nothing in mythology or science fictin, could 

have deposited a--fragment in the Governor's thigh - or in effect nailed it 

to his bone - only by plunging in backward And then)in the think layer 

of flesh above the bone and faster then the eye can see;  turning at right 

angles to its Path and in some mysterious manner slicing off a piece of its 

back end - then its forward end - and sticking it to that bone:, 

Not very simple? It cannot be any other way. Every other surface o. 

that bullet (WBITEASH 208) is so close to perfect, none of the bones in 

three parts of the Governor's body even scratched the rifling markst With 
is 

this fragment from that bullet - and if it/from any other bullet, good-bye 

Report! - the only way it could, from all the evidence, have been imbedded 

is by a right-angle turn and a magical slice plus mysterious bone-glue -

all without additional damage to the Governor's thigh. His leg was, c' 

course, closely examined by the doctors. They mentioned no harm from this 

required maneuvering, no pockets reamed out by a side-turning missile. 

Still another reason why these reports on the ghigh X-rays had to be 

suppressed is that they so measurably describe the fragment. 

Admittedly the description "roughly oval" is vague. To the Commissir 

which had the K-rays and report, and to the FBI, of which this is also true 

there need have been an there was no vagueness. Given the willt(and 

nothing else was required of official bodies), this bullet fragment could 

have been exactly reconstructed from the X-rays. It could then have been 

weighted. 
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11/29/63 nor. 

The following copy of an X-ray negative was received 
Mr. JACK REYNOLDS, Administrator, Parkland Hospital, on 

November 29, 1963,, which reflected an x-ray of the left thigh 
of Governor JOHNite CONNALLY, which was taken on November 22, 
leS3. 

D. JACI REYNOLDS furnished the following letter which 
aecompanted this x-ray negative rhieh is set out as follows: 

"SUPPLEMINTARY REPORT DE5C2I21NG IN DETAIL THE 
APPEARANCE AIM LOCATION OF A SMOLT., METALLIC DENSITY SUPERIMPOSED (N, 
TILE SuFT TISSUE S 	WS 0? TEE MEDIAL ASPECT OF THE LEFT TEIGE 
CF GOVERNOR JOHN . CONNALLY ON FILMS DATED November 22, 1963. 

"AP and lateral films of the distal portion of the lift 
thigh were obtained and include the distal portion of the shaft 
and the region of the knee. One film is in the AP projection 
and the other the lateral projection with the direction of the 
'neem from medial to lateral and the film lying adjacent to the 
lateral aspect of the thigh. 

"No fractures are seen. A few punctate and linear 
densities are seen ors the film but these are inconstant, and 
eppear on one and not the other and therefore are interpreted 
as artifacts. 

"There is, however, one density which remains constant 
on both filya and appears to lie beneath the skin in the region 
of tL' subcutaneous fat in the medial aspect of the thigh. 
Cy measurements on these films, rithout correction for target 
feim distance and object film distance, this small density lies 
15.2 cms above the distal end of the medial femoral condyle of 
Lee .tP film and, on this film, lies 8 mma beneath the external 
Luria,:a .,f the skin. lt.is.6.25 cue medial tothe femoral shaXt. 
0.1 the lateral 111u, the center of this small metepic density 
1) cm., above the distal end of the medial femoral condele. It 
.ies 4.9 erns posterior to the skin of the anterior burl:ace of tho 
thi,o and it is superimposed on the shaft of the femue. In relat.e. 
to tne femur, the density is superimposed on a point 1.5 cme posteelee 
to the exterior of the anterior cortex. 

11/29/63
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Dallas, Texan 	 DL S9-43 
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However, the government dared not do this. By stretching everything 

the way it wanted, the maximummmetal it could allege could have been missing 

from Bullet 399 is only two and a half grains. There was more than this 

m4ftmlaatis in the wrist alone, as )r. Shaw testified, There was the fragment 

Dr. Shires saw in the postoperative chest X-ray (which I think accounts for 

his never having been called to testify before the members of the Commissio 

although he was the physician in charge of the Governor's case). Small as 

/ this chest fragment could have been - and again there need have been no 

mystery about it - with wrist metal already in excess of the maximum 

allowable, any additinl, no xatamckmm matter how minute, was redundant 

disqualification of the entire single-bullet theory, hence of the Report 

that depends upon it. 

Lacking the facilities available to the government and other evidenct 

it suppressed, but with this official description, I asked v.-Competent 

chernistSto compute the probable weight of the fragstent described in these 

suppressed documents of the fifth file. 

Bear in mind, the theory and the Report are alreadlinvalidated by 

the misrepresented existing evidence. Bullet 399 
cA-14 

possibly, the unsheathed maftmizandxamxa 0.6koe of the back end; without a 

single visible scratch, additional disqualification from its imputed histor: 

The wrong ends of bullets cdce rough 7) where they are attached to the shell 

from which they are propelled,\I/With this veritable Wrong-Way Corrigan of 

bullets already impthssibly overburdened with weight loss in excess of the 

maximum allowable, no deformity, virtually no mutilation through its it',  

-gated career of wild and indiscriminateA and self-smashing in chest, wrist 

and thigh, how much more can it bear? 
Cerilpr.;  

If canno4-  bear the estimated weight of this thigh fragmentJ 
a 

.14  perfect except for, 
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Slight as that is, in itself, without the losses already identified 
in chest end wrist, it is i7t:Ft4!ft- disqualification. The end of the single-
bullet theory all over again, and the end or the 'Report that hangs on the 

thin hair of this theory. 

That estimated weight s an additional three =trains  

What better reason for suppressing, it from the Report? 

--- 1 What more compelling reason? 
Here we have first, the Commission ignoring its own evidence that mor_ than three 
grains of metal were in the wrist Alen the doctors sew it 1)more may have been before 
medical examination). Then we have the suppression of Dr. Shires' testimony that still 
there was a bullet fragment/in the chest after surgery, after it was cleansed and 
treated. kow 7i'e have an additional suppressed bullet fragment, one that in ittsief 
itself could weigh enough to end the single-bullet theory and the deport all -eimmea* 
over again. And all of this assumes what it is not reasonable to assume, that this 
was the heaviest possible bullet to begin with, not a bullet of average weight, or 
one that wee less than average weight.7111MILTilEakiWiarlarDE 	-cramagyAryroatirmuct 
7e.faccaictax We do not even know if there were other fragments that worked their way 
out, in the context of the official ac . ount, when the bullet itself did. 	matter /—) how little it weighs, this thigh fragment is redundant disproof of the report. 

There are others, in those ''housekeeping files" that for some strarEe 
really unfathomable, reason Assistant Counsel Wesley Liebeler - when they 
were safely unavailable - said would exonerate the Commission. 

Now, they are not entirely unavailable. I have been in some. They 
will not make Liebeler happy- 	Nor Specter. 

Five
/ 
 of those available at the time of this writing suffice at this 

point.  L I 
, 

tat,,,, it -11:1 	;'.1% 	 () 

The first in time and logic is the attachment to a memorandum by 
Specter and his then better-known colleague)  Francis W. H. "dams. It is 
dated January 23, within a few days of Specter's employment by the Commissie 
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slight as that is, in itself, without the losses already identified 

in chest and wrist, it is tzgpla-disqualifiention. The end of the single-

bullet theory all over again, and the end of the Report that hangs on the 

thin hair of this theory. 

,1,=-44-2  That estimated weight is-'6n additional three grains paptml 

What better reason for suppressing it from the Report? 

What more compelling reason? 

Or what reason to make it more suspect? This cannot be just another 

of those so-convenient "accidents", like the reversal of the crucial frames 

of the Zapruder film to make them tell just the opposite of truth in their 

representation of the President's response to the "fatal" bullet. No 

reasonable man can consider its suppression from the Report, the evidence 

and the interrogations of the doctors, as only an accident. 
/Wel' 
It is suppression, exactly the suppression required to eliminate 

one of the already too-many total disProofs of that Report. 

And too many of these are in Specter's department. He was the man 

in charge of the medical-autopsy testimony and evidence and what related. 

But alas, we are not finished with the suppressions in SAbcter's 

department. 

There are others, in those "housekeeping files" that for some strarc$ 

really unfathomable, reason Assistant Counsel Wesley Liebeler - when they 

were safely unavailable - said would exonerate the Commission. 

Now, they are not entirely unavailable. I have been in some. They 

will not make Liebeler happy. 	Nor Specter. 

Five of those available at the time of this writing suffice at this 

Point. c atto 1 q471 11.t 	e, 	t.  1)h7/10- 

The first in time and logic is the attachment to a memorandum by 

Specter and his then better-known colleague, Francis W. H. Itdams. It is 

dated January 23, within a few days of Specter's employment by the Commissiol 
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It is entitled, "MEMORANDUM OF THINGS TO BE DONE AND SOME OF THE PROBLEVS 

IWoLVED". This title may be cumbersome, but it, at least, is accurate. 
( IAA N. 0-1/1) 

Because so little - almost nothing - is ever heard of Adams, because 

he was so close to entirely inactive in the Commission staff, and because 

his qualifications were so close to perfect 
	

this emolovemnt, it is worth 

quoting them, in nart, from the biogranhical appendix of the Report (R)476-7 

11 ...LL.3 degree from Fordham Law School in 192a...chief assistant 

U.S. attorney in New York, special assistant to the U.S. Attorney General... 

In 1954  and 1955 he served as police commissioner of New York City..." 
Had Adarp spent his life prepping for this assignent, he could not - 

more admirably prepared himself. Perhaps this, considered with the sup-
pressed evidence that follows, explains his inactivity. 

(3  
There are 14 items specified in this memo. All are reasonable. What 

seems unreasonable is that there should ever have been any question about 

them. 

The last, for example, "Consideration should be given to obtaining 

the camera", meaning Zapruder's. Consideration should be given? Although 

A116( 

 it was a minimum Prerequisite for the nroper admission of the film into 

evidence, this camera was never more than borrowed until almost three years  

later, more than two years after the Commission reported and quit when, as 

I believe the available evidence shows, I embarrassed the government into 

an immodestly hasty acquisition of it (PHOTOGRAPHIC WHITEWASH 26, 146-54). ,---T-- 
761-;5 	This entire document is in the appendix 1p 	 vihat is of 

immediate Pertinence here is (g). This reads: "There would seem to be a 

considerable amount of confusion as to the actual path of the bullets famm 

which hit President Eennedy, particularly the one which entered the right 

side of his back." 
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Here, shortly after his employment by the Commission, we have the factual 

determination, over Specter's signature, of what the Commission was 

supposed to be investigating to learn, not conaluding in advance of in-
vestigation. He tail( hold rapidly! He began knowing the answers. That 

bullet "entered the right side of his back". 

Here also, from the man who publicly insists this bullet entered the 
neck, we have the secret acknowledgment that it was in "the right side of 

the back". That this is not an accident, a careless phrasing, will become 

clear. Before this date Specter had seen the autopsy report (WHITEARSH 

97). The fact is that from time to time in his interrogations, Specter 7 

made the same acknowledgment, as did some of the others. When he questioner 

Roy Kellerman, who had remained with the body and examined this wound 

(WHITEWASH 185), Specter referred not to a 'neck" wound but to one in the 

"shoulder", a difference small in distance but vast in significance. With 

Dr. Humes he also admitted "back". 

The day before he questioned 13I Agents Sibert and O'Neill, Specter, 

accompanied by Joseph A. Ball, his fellow assistant counsel (whose law firm, 

Ball, Hunt and Hart, is prominent enough in California for 	him to have 

attracted to it former Governor "Pat" Brown upon his involuntary retirement) 
went out to the Bethesda Naval T-Tospital and interviewed Admiral X C.B. 

Galloway and Drs. Dames and Boswell. In his memorandum on it, dated Yarch 

12, 196t, Specter says he dictated it in the fifteen minutes before he 

dictated his Sibert-O'Neill memo and that the questioning lasted two 1- ours, 

beginning at 3:30 p.m. 

The entire document (ppoo0-0 ) is worth the closest study by those 

who want to learn how this investigation worked, how the murder of the 

President was "investigated", how the staff performed and to what end. Here 

I shall concentrate on half of it. 
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The last word in the first line of the third paragraph is the only 

one to show sign* of erasure and correction. There Li no Obvious reason 

for this change, and it may be presumed to have been the result of a typo-

graphical error. If there is no other reason, this one is sufficient to 

focus attention on it. Whatever the word that was there before, even if 

it was the same word, in the final, corrected form, after attention was 

directed to it and correction made, that word is "back". That line reads, 

referring to these three Trterviewed medical authorities: 

"All three described the bullet wound on President Fennedy's 

'Tot neck, in Specter's awn, ;ndppendent wards, before he was deep 

into his single-bullet salvatifn of the lone-Oswald Potion of the assassin 

ation. 

"Back"] 

Withcut dictation from anyone else, with the correction, for whateve: 

reason it was required, already made, in the privacy of his own office and 

the secrecy of the suppressed files (at least some of the credit for which 

is his, for he was in charge of this part of the inquiry), Arlen Specter 

himself said the President was wounded on the back rather than the neck and 

right after and in reporting on his conference with the autopsy personnel] 

Not in the neck, not "near" the back, not "in" the back, but "on" 

the back] 

With any other investigation in our history, total discredit would 

here be accomplished. With this one, however, the cowardly nollticlans 

and the dishonest nress ±nmt insist the sow's ear is a silken purse, so we 

continue with Specter's oersonal report on his interview with the autopsy 

pedical personnel. 

The remainddr or that sentence reads, "A's being a point of entrance", 

How was this established, when all the credible evidence was to the con- 
folYNN1^-44_ 

trary? Remember the favorite wor 	 apologists, "traced" 
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as what was done with the alleged path of this bullet. 

"Admiral Holloway (his name is G.E. Galloway) then illustrated the 

angle of the shot by placing one finger on my back (again, Specter avoided 

the word "neck") and the second finger on the front part of nry chest which 

', ' indicated that the bullet traveled in a consistent downward path, on the 

assumption that it emerged in the opening on the President's throat which 

had been enlarged by the performance of the tracheotomy in Dallasr;:, 

I avoid 	emphasis purposely, so that the reader ee4a4.d get the 

Admiral's words and science without 1,-fluence. What the Admiral really 
q cs.411,J;)  .  

told Specter, and what, despite it.s rewriting when Oswald was murdered and 
6,0 yrt L. at LA. ■ ) 

there was no likelihood or cross-examination on it,lis that the rath of the  

bullet was never traced. The word I used in WHITEWASH is "Projectedl!. On 

the authority of a medical admiral, a medical and a military rarity, a man 

co(' high station and presumed highest competence and responsibility, we now 

know that pinnacle of precision, that epitome of science with which the 

murder of an American President is "investigated" and "solved", the country 

saved, its integrity preserved and its future assured. 

"Assumption". 
44,7' 

Here is the utmost in co-petenee, exalted of the Naval Nedical Corps. ti 
the boss .of its largest and most important medical installation, and he has 

solved the assassination with a spectacular breakthrough in forensic medic-

ine.' 

He guessed itJ 

How much more PreCision can one exnect of the Navy's top medical 

brass, or its top pathologists under him, of Itie most advanced medical i 

science in history' 

"AssumptionV1 Guesswork' 
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How simple it is to solve the "crime or the century" with such 

amenable scientists and incorruptible lawyers1 

Sherlock Holmes lived and died in vain, bor there were Admiral 

tofr- 
Galloway and Arlen Specter to follow him. 	- 	j 

The method of Presidentialmu=Zf7:mlyfixed in the beats 

of the future, Specter continued his memo. Its fourth paragraph says, 

"Commander Humps explained that they had spent 6onsiderable time at the 

autopsy trying to determine what happened to the bullet because they found • 

no missile in the President's body. ...hypothesized that the bullet 044064 

have been forced out of the back of the President on the application of 

external heart massage after they were advised that a bullet had been 

found..." 

- I.nd what does this do to the lie told the Washington rest, reported in the 

earlier chapter, that the FBI egents did not know whet 
hairened because they sere not 

in the autopsy room Here we have confirmation e"--
cTiet they told Specter, that it is 

?) they who, following, that phone cell, told the doctors of the 
finding of the bullet. It 

is after this, aft,— the agents returned to the a
,:topsy room, that the doctors develop 

their theory. 

, Thanks to the Washington Post, t-
14t lie has helped misinform countless 

VA,,441-44.13 	 (.1_0.104_ ..,8 
millions oftiOfilia Fihat remains to be see iShow many people the 

7ieshinr7ton Post 

will present rectification, 

this bullet. They dismembered the President's body, as their task required. 

They could and should have seen where the bullet went. There is no indica-

tion, even slight suggestion/that Mr. District Attorney Specter asked this 

question. 

In the next paragraph the as-yet-not-wary .-pecter loosed a few more 

cats from his bag. This he accomplished in quoting Drs. Prunes end Boswell 

on "their current opinions", that is, their opinions on March 11, 196L, fly( 

days befor' they testiried, as distinguished from their op&nions at the 

time of the autopsy. 
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How simple it is to solve the "crime or the century" with such 

amenable scientists and incorruptible lawyers' 

Sherlock Holmes lived and died in vain, or there were Admiral 

Galloway and Arlen Specter to follow him. 	i e_r of- tole 
6-41Ar at; 	I:4") 

The method of Presidential murder thus firmly fixed in the texts 

of the future, Specter continued his memo. Its fourth paragraph says, 

"Commander Hure7s explained that they had spent bensiderable time at the 

autopsy trying to determine what happened to the bullet because they found 
e.P 

no missile in the President's body. ...hypothesized that the bullet -ota414 

have been forced out of the back of the President on the application of 

/ external heart massage after they were advised that a bullet had been 

found..." 

Does one wonder why Specter grilled the FBI agents about this almost 

exclusively, apnarently, when the day before the doctors had said the same 

- thing? 
/W6- 0-  

But do not let this distract us from the third detcription in two 

short paragraphs of the rear, non-fatal injury as that of the back, not the 

neck. "Neck" is a word Specter had yet to learn. Even in the front it is 

not "neck" but "chest" where the admiral placed his finger and "throat" for 

the location of the tracheotomy. 

There is no indication that the doctors ever 'traced" the path of 

this bullet. They dismembered the President's body, as their task required. 

They could and should have seen where the bullet went. There is no indica-

tion, even slight suggestion that Mr. District Attorney Specter asked this 

question. 

In the next paragraph the as-yet-not-wary .'pecter loosed a few more 

cats from his bag. This he accomplished in quoting Drs. Humes and Boswell 

on "their current opinions", that is, their opinions on Parch 11, 1964, five 

days before they testified, as distinguished from their opinions at the 

time of the autopsy. 
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What were theirlburrent opinions", those that evolved after the 

autopsy was done and over, their reports filed? 

"...that the bullet passed in between ithw two major muscle strands 

in the President's back {again, not neck) and continued on a downward 

flight and exited through °We throat. They noted, at the time of the 

autopsy, some bruising of the internal parts of the President's body in 

that area but tended to attribute that to the tracheotomy at that time." 

Here we have clear and specified distinction between the opinions 

of the autopsy doctors as of the time of the autopsy and as of the time 

of their conference with Specter three and a half months later. 

How Precise is this science, this evidence, if at the time of their 

atuopsy-r-aport—the doctors attributed the bruising of the top of the lung 

to the tracheotomy and later, when primed by questions and needs, their 

then "current opinion" was that the bullet went between the strap muscles o. 

the back? How dependable is such an autopsy? 

What is clear here is that the doctors did not see where the bullet 

went. Or, as Admiral 'palloway put it, they "assumed" its path. This truth 

is lacking in the Report, which assetts (WHITEWASH 179) that "the doctors 

traced the course of the bullet through the body..." 

there never was any real question about this, and now there can be 

none. Unbecoming and unpleasant as it is, inappropriate as it is with any-

thing connected with government and most of all with the Report on the 

assassination of a President, this, in plain English, is a lie. 

As stated in my'first book and as these until-now suppressed docu-

ments show, the doctors never said that, never did that, and changed their 

opinion after their function as prosectors was over - their protocol done? 

Here, perhaps, we get the dociine of some of the autopsy testimony 

For example, having told Specter that) at the time of the autopsy they "at 
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that time" attributed internal bruising to the tracheotomy)  ,1n the inter-

pretation of the Report cited above and in testimony Y2E363) we get 

different meanings. Of the bruise of the lung Humes swore, "It, thereetir9, 

was our opinion that the missiles while not penetrating physically the 

pleural cavity, as it passed that noint bruised either the missile itself 

(sic), or the force of its passage through the tissues, bruised both the 

parietal and the visceral pleura". 

This is not what they told Specter rive days earlier. Apparently)  

though, it was more to his likdng for he asked no questions to make this 

sworn testimony consistent with rather than contradictory to what they had 

just \in secret..„ZIld him./ 

Further along; (2H367) Spiacter, in asking about the unsaccessful 

efforts to probe the rear non-fatal wound, asked if learning of the finding 

of the bullet at the Janes hospital called to their minds any tentative 

theory about entry or exit as related to this wound. Humes' response 

(especially in the light of the until-now suppressed Specter memorandum, 

which distinguishes between current opinion, i.e., as of the time of their 

(*,itestimony and private interview, and their opinicns "at the time of the 

..,./ autopsy") was positive. He swore, "We were able to ascertain with absolute 

certainty that the bullet had passed by the apical nortion or the rirsht lunE 

Producing the injury which we mentioned." 

Still later Senator John Sherman Cooper, a dommission member, asked 

Humes 2H369) "..was there any other factor which you could think of that 
4'4/0 
0-04.1-d-have caused that bruise...", Humes swore, "...I truthfully, sir, can't 

think of any other way." 

In the printed version of the final, typed copy of the autopsy report 

discussion of this wound, on its fourth and fifth pages (R541-2), makes no 

reference to what Dr. Humes told Specter, that they then believed this 

bruising was caused by the tracheotomy. Nor is ther'T reference to the 

Cie 
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certainty Humes gave Senator Cooper - that it was caused by and he con-

sidered it was caused in no other way than by this bullet. In the con-

clusions (R543), the last typed page, "based on the above dlbservations", 

Humes wrote and the others agreed and co ntersigned that "this missile pro-

duced the contusions". 

Nowhere do I recall seine* any sworn testimony or any proof that the 

path* of this missile was ever traced. The autopsy does not say so; the 

testimony does not. The word of Admiral Galloway is that it was "assumed". 

Kinder is my own designation, "nrojected". The authors of the report took 

the liberties required to present it as substantiated, proved, in a way 

it mrs never was when they represented it as "traced". 

Five days before the doctors testified, they told Arlen alpecter 

they then believed that "at the time of the autopsy" the, tended to 

attribute" the bruising of the lung "to the tracheotomy". In their sub-

sequent testimony, they said, under oath, that at the time of the autopsy 

they attributed this same bruising to the missile. The distinction would 

seem to be clear and worthy further exploration. So also might be their 

tamt±m identification as "current opinion" or opi.alJn D' tho ti.e :)f nla 

Specter interview, of their belief that the bullet "passed in between two 

major ruscle strands in the president's back". 

And all of this szawt should be considered in relation to the means 

snecified by Admiral Galloway as t'ose used to determine the path of this 

bullet, "assumption". 

The conclusion of Specter's memo is that he asked the doctors to have 

"drawings" prepared, indication klis he and they then knew they would be 

denied what lawyers and the law regard as the "best evidence", the actual 

photographs of the autopsy. 

Sitt 
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During this acme general Period of the Commissionts very early life, 

Specter's colleagues were also writing memos of cenfereices in which he 

was a participant, along with others on the staff and en assortment of FBI 

and Secret service agents and doctors of various kinds. 

Melvin A. Eisenberg's April 23, 1964, memo says that conferences 

"in an attempt to determine the frames in the Nix, Zapruder and Mary 

Muchmore films which portray the impact at which the third shot struck the 

President (s!c)" had been held "over the past several months". Unless one 

considers the possibility of more than three shots, there is ground for 

wondering about this, spectacular, unmistakable and crmpletely unforgetpabli 

"At/.1.11s1-1197 141- 571 Z3.1pr Ilder 7r9-1"313 andthoseiclent"alwitla - it.(f40",  
(Other references to these films: WFITEWASH 5,43-50, 159-60, 167, 174-5, 
206-7; 477TEWASH II 2-5, 93-5, 128, 130-44, 146-9, 151-2, 156, 158-61, 
164, 166, 171-80, 113 182-4, 195-8, 200-1, 203, 205-6, 203, 210-23, 227, 23/ 

tor • - 00  238, 245-7, 249; PHOTOGRPHIC WHITEWASH 15-27, 30, 36, 33, 42, 45-6, 50, 
W I" 

2, 104, 109, 119, 123-4, 138-146, 146-9, 151-2, 154, 176, 

	

o+1 	\, 
;.0-,„,"„178, 132, 277, 280-34 

0.6,-r14  A.LA._ 
0.0!„/ On April 22, Eisenberg drafted memos on each of two conferences "to 

ter!n
, 0- 1

w"'determine which frames of the Zapruder movies show the impact of the first 

	

v- 	Aand second 	 These were held April 14 and 21. Specter is among 
„yffit  

.0,%1';1,110,hose attending both conferences. In each case he recorded but a single 
4 tick

geo.  ri 

NIK- dissent - the only!registered Ic: anyone. Each time it was to the consensus 

PP etc ' that Governor Connally could not have been wounded after Zapruder Frame 236 
avL 

The complete texts are in the appendix (pp. 000-00 	), where they 

may be studied carefelly, as I believe they should be. Here I want to 

point out that these hitherto suppressettestaf'f mmmoranda reveallseat was 

carefully screened out of the testimen of those perticipants who also were 
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witnesses and from the Report: 

the consensus that the President could have had and probably did 

have a delayed reaction to being wounded, with him the delayed reaction 

being more likely than with the Governor (the Report assumes there was 

no delayed reaction by the President and there was one by the Governor, 

both assumptions being essential to its conclusion as both are opposed to 

the suppressed evidence); 

..arrd-  that the President could have been struck by the first bullet 

as early as Zapruder Frame 1632. 

When it is understood that the Report is also based on the pre-

sumpt"on that it was completely impossible for the President to have been 

struck before Frame 210 - had he been the recort could not have attributed 

Vivt 
th-1-0'to Oswald - the significance of this suppression is stae.gering. So 

is the steadfast refusal of the Commission to have individual slides for 

Individual and careful study made of any frame prior to 171: 

Frorr the supercilious language of the Report it is possible to infer 

that the Commission found that a shot from that Texas School Book Lepositor. 

sixth-floor window could have struck at Zapruder Frame 186. This, however, 

is false and is one of the careful evasions or escape hatches fabricated 

in advance. The concept that shot was (on Novemcer 22,7:96Z) possible at 

Frame 1861is based on the presumption that six ronths later, during a 

"reconstruction", when there was no wind blowing, for 1/13.3 of a second, 

there was a clear spot in the live-oak tree between that window on that day 

and the presumed position of the car six months earlier. 

That grown men would even try and palm off such fantasy is a 

measure of the desperation with which the Report was conceived and drafted. 
sedends, 

One and eighteen hundredths ix so smallithaEihe individual cannot measure 

it, is insufficient for a conscious decision to be made and then followed 
t i-Pc.t4} 

by the act of sighting and firing a rifle, which reauires a-c-TrerrIN squeeze 
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of the trigger. mcw.ca  on November 22, the condition of the foliage of that 
45- LA. wiLtT kw 

via, tree could not have been identical. The change in position of a twig or 

leaf - a single one of either - would invalidate this foolishness. More, 

on November 22, a strong wind had been blowing. It was estimated at 10 mph. 

almost blew Mrs. Kennedy's hat off (the first Altgens picture captured this 

almost unseated Motorcycle policeman Marrion L. Baker. And were these 
n 

things not true, a shot at the s/gle of Frame 186 is eliminated by the 

trajectories basic to the Report, for at that point the bullet could not 

have inflicted on the Governor the injuries attributed to it. 

There could never have been any legitimate doubt that the President 

had been struck prior to Frame 210 - not just that a bullet had been fired, 

but also that the President had been hit - as I show in WHITEWASH II. The 

chapter "Willis In Pis Own Name" proves that Phil Willis took a picture 

after the President had been hit, and that the Zapruder film, which shows 

Willis, also shows that Willis had taken the picture and lowered his camera 

before Frame 202. The government's problem ts that any shot prior to Frame 
At.01,  

210 could not have been fired by Oswald or any lone Assassin, for it re- 

quired a fourth bullet. 
	 4 

Here also we find an explanation for the editing of the Zapruder 

film (WHITEWASH [p5, 206), for it is in the margins of this film that Phil 

Willis is seen to disappear from Zapruder's camera's view at just the frame: 

missing in the Commission's evidences Although they are said to have been 

reproduced seriatim, beginning with Frame 171, Frames 208-11/are missing 

C\L') and Frames 207 and 212 altered. Row remarkably this coincides with the 

/ essentiality of having Frame 210 in evidence; That, it should be recalled, 

is the frame in which for the first time, the 4wpoot claims, the President 

could have been hit by a shot from the sixth-floor window. 
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The consensus of the April 14 meeting was that "the reaction shown 

in frames 224-25 may have been started...as early as frame 199...or, with 

a higher degree of possibility at frames 204-6..." It was also that "the 

President may have been struck by the first bullet as much as two seconds 

before any visible reaction began", although it would nrobably have been 

"under one second". Thus, he may have been struck as early as 23 163, 

with the delayed reaction of two seconds, or 36 frames, if the first 

visible reaction is, in feet, in Frame 199. (However, in WHITEWASH II, 

p. 198, I establish a visible reaction at about Frame 192, or with a delay 

of the possible two seconds, a shot that struck the President as early as 

about-Op Zapruder Frame 155. 	clnfirming this is my analysis, first re- 
190 

ported in WHITEWASH, beginning on p. 47, that at Frame/Zapruder's camera 

began to shake in reaction to what he had seen a little earlier. Even CBS, 

in its video whitewash, agreed that the assassinationibegan before Frame 

210, although it supported the Report, unblushingly not acknowledging the 

incompatiability. CBS also claimed this as its awn discovery of "new 

evidence" in the 7apruder film, although the executive producer pf the 
LA,4,44 :77 wt,l L-tet. 

series had read It more than a year earlier in WHITEWASH, lala—s-taLf-zare 
;,a;4411,' 

p4iiteelybala:i 

That this, even if only a poseibility - and it without doubt was 

more - could have been expunged from the Report while the memorandum was 

suppressed from the evidence, is incredible. It casts suspicion on all 

the participants and the conclusions. This means that all were silent at 

a false Report which suppressed their own conclusions, that the President 

could have been and probably was struck at a time when Oswald could not 

have shot him and must have been killed as the result of a conspiracy, for 
all 

with the earlier first shot, no one man could have inflicted/these wounds 

from the alleged sixth-floor Texas School Book Depository window. 
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The ramifications of the fact of this suppression and of what was 

suppressed are like nothing in our history, for here is the first credible 

record of a conspiracy within the government. That this intelligence is in 

the files and stifled, not in the Report, is really beyond immediate ccm-

prehension. It is a sickening fact, one that stuns the mind. 

This memorandum repeats twice in a single paragraph (e) that the 

so-called single bullet to which ill the non-fatal wounds were ,attributed 

in the Report, accoraing to the consensus, "does not innear to have pene-

trated a wrist". It also says of governor Connally's wounds the opposite 

oP the foundation of the Report, that "It is not possible to say whether 

pr. for to 236 Governor Connally was ever in a position such that one bullet 

could have caused the five wounds he sustained" and that"the likelihood 

of an instantaneous reaction is particularly great in regard to e wrist 

wound...since pain is usually felt more quickly In a limb than in the 

torso". 

The expectant reader will not find this most essential intelligence 

in the Report, which, to the contrary, assumes without proof that: the 

Governor was struck by one bullet only-4, prior to Frame 224 and at ar after 

210; that he was also lined up with the President; that this same bullet 

had also *one thnough the President's neck; and that, contrary to the 

evidence, the President did not have a delayed. reaction while the Governor 

did. 

This, of course, has nothing to do with the additional evidence that 

males the eingle-bullet theory a scientific impossibility, some of itin 

this very same suppressed memo. 

Dr. F. W. Light, Deputy Chief of the Biophysics Division of Edgewood 

Arsenal, is listed as a particpant in both contrences. Dr. Joseph Dolce, 

consultant to that division of tne/krzenal, is listed as participating in 

the April 22 conference only. This memorandum seems like a carefully 
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expurgated version of the earlier one, some of the information in which A 
duplicates. It is half as long and, predictably, eliminates what we have 

just quoted. 

However, it has this concluding paragraph: 

"In a discussion after the conference Lrs. Light and Dolce expreseud 

themselves as being very strongly of the opinion that Connally had been hit 

by two different bullets, principally on the ground that the bullet re-

covered from Connally's stretcher could not have broken his radius without 

having suffered mere distortion. Dr. Olivier withheld a conclusion until 

he has had the opportunity to make tests on animal tissue and bone with the 

actual rifle." 

It is an unusually naive reader who now will be startled to learn 

that Dr. Dolce was not called as a witness before the Commiskion  and that 

there was no duplication of the history attributed to the heroic bullet of 
J.411:t. 

Specter's saga, haeod -Upon which Drs. Light and Llivier,  could base altered 
fi; ?a a, wr- 	"o1. 4.111•4-t 

testimony. ri 444-wvk 041. 

Dr. Light testified. May 13 (5]Mff). !is tectimonj is fairly 

invoked in the Report: 

"...testified that the anatomical findings were insufficient for him 
a 

to formulate/firm opinion as to whether the same bullet did or did not pass 

through the President's neck first before inflicting all the wounds on 

Governor Connally" (R109); ands, "Based On the other circumstances, 

such ss the relative positions in the automobile of the President 5;nd-the 

Governor, Dr. Light concluded that it was Probable that the same bullet 

traversed the President's neck.and inflicted all the wounds on Governor 

Connally" (R585). 

How Dr. Light knew "the relative positions" at the time of this 
when 

alleged shot, when no one else does and when no one else knows w.h.Q..t the 
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the impossible shot was fired, must remain a mystery. 'Arhat is not mysteri-

ous is that he is a career government e.-ployee and that all the other 

physicians agreed with his initial opinion, that a bullet in the nigh-to-

perfect condition of 399 co uld not have smashed its way through a wrist. 

Extra space 

The thought of recapitulating the sickening evidence detailed above 

from the Commission files and suppressed from its testimony and worse, 

from its Report, paralyzes the mind as it turns the stomach. Here we 

have more than enourh RDOTYrAsqpri from f+P. Ppnnri-. 	 it t.1.14, 

re until acknowledgement of its existence was unavoidable, the staff persistently 
the "missed" bullet ) 

pretendad -1-2-"didn.'t exist, even though it wounded James C, Tague, who bold from the 

wound. All of this was instantaneously on the police radio. It we: public knowledge. 

But the L;ommission staff wee prepared to"solve" the murder of the President by making 

no mention at all of this shot„„sjanplp-beeause_it could not account ibr the injuries 

to the President and Governor end it Nitta/J.1011i/ with only three bullets (any more 

mean a conspiracy and no Owt.,ald-single assassin Report), until Arlen Specter atist 

invented the invalid single-bullet theory. 
UL IX, 6, 	 ...a. .1, „t- as .4. 115 	 o vi ZJEL µit C 7 4.10-,  t440 	 •-•••••••••• 

left of where the assassination occurred. Finding the piece of skull to 

the south, or left, of the scene of the assassination is not consistent 

with a rear shot and a right explosion of the head, the official account. 

\\3 	 The size and weight of the bullet fragment in Governor C onnally s 

leg, in themselves rter-e—tickaff enough to invalidate the Report and all the 

investigation, were known and suppressed. Experts who told the Commission 

prior to hearings that this theory was impossible either were not called or 

on the basis
4  

of no new evidence, testified 4-ict—p-ti1aa-4-c---nher than as they 

informed tdt Comro,n— in private. 

The staff oeners relating to the Presiaenb vs rear non-fntal wound 

refer to it as a back, rather than a neck wound. If it were a back wound, 
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the impossible shot was fired, must remain a mystery. What is not mysteri-

ous is that he is a career government errployee and that all the other 

physicians agreed with his initial opinion, that a bullet in the nigh-to-

perfect condition of 399 could not have smashed its way through a wrist. 

Extra space 

The thought of recapitulating the sickening evidence detailed above 

from the Commission files and suppressed from its testimony and worse, 

2= from its Report, paralyzes the mind as it turns the stomach. Here we 

have more than enough suppressed from the Report to destroy it, the 

integrity of those Involved with Pt, and 	of the government that issued 

and demands belief in it - the some government that the Report, in effect, 

legitimizes. 

The President could have been and probably was struck much earlier 

than the Report acknowledges as even nossible. 

His photographed reaction to the so-called fatal shot is inconsistent 

 
with the official description of that shot. .1-Ft—t-n-3----t it/4H-5. is consistent 

with the suppressed finding of a piece of skull 29 hours later and to the 

left of where the assassination occurred. Finding the piece of skull to 

the south, or left, of the scene of the assassination is not consistent 

with a rear shot and a right explosion of the head, the official account. 

The size and weight of the bullet fragment in Governor Connally's 

leg, in themselves mea2G—then enough to invalidate the Report and all the 

investigation, were known and suppressed. Experts who told the Commission 

prior to hearings that this theory was impossible either were not celled or 
tt, (14 1,1111)14 ts:L} 

on the basis of no new evidence, testified -iee-izta4-1-E-cer than as they 
At — 	 

informed thp_. Cgallambeqn-in private. 

The staff neners relating to the President's rear non-fetal wound 

refer to it as  a back, rather than a neck wound. If it were a back wound, 
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this alone wrecks the Ilenort and the Commission. The basis for saying its 

alleged but never traced or nrovn path through the body was "traced" is an 

Aassumption" and nothing more. This is the word of the admiral in charge 

of the entire Naval Medical Center. He was present at the autopsy along 

with not less than 22 others, not one of whom was called by the Commissioni 

The autopsy doctors had earlier told Arlan :specter other than what 

they testified to, and he, in conducting that testimony, let it pass. 

Here, in these hitherto suppressed dooLL ents, we have the opposite 

of what is in the Report - disproof of that Report - and self-administered 

impugning of character and integrity unequalled in history. 

If this is what one lone-and-unassited man with limited time and 

facilities can find when a large proportion of the files are still with-

held, what might remain to be discovered about: 

the fact; 

the integrity of the staff, of the Commission, of the Renort and of 

-,the government; 

And the real reason -Por the assassination and those resnonsible for it? 


